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Dramatically reduce data hosting costs with 
Spectra Native File Manager  
Maintain full fidelity data searchability for a fraction of your last hosting bill

With Native File Manager you can easily access and accurately search your entire data set post-deduplication, 
without incurring the costs of hosting the related native files — upload only the native files you want, when you 
want them.

How it works
Traditionally, a hosted gigabyte is comprised of native files, text, and metadata. With Native File Manager, only a 
fraction of that data is required to effectively search the entire set.

Native File Manager leverages document tagging within your workspace to provide an on-demand upload of the 
corresponding native file. Once searching is complete and a subset of documents are ready for review, simply 
batch tag the eligible documents using our custom Native File Manager tool. You’ll be provided an estimate of 
total native upload size, with intelligence to exclude native files that have already been uploaded. You can even 
tag documents for native upload as you navigate from document to document.

Competitors can’t match the data value
Consider the processing and hosting of a standard data set — 100GB delivered. In 
processing, this data set will expand to around 125GB and typically reduce to around 80GB 
of hosted data, reflecting a reduction of about 35% with upstream filtering (Figure 1). With 
Native File Manager, this same data set results in just 37.5GB of hosted data — a 70% 
reduction in data volume.

Search more for less
Usually, the scope of documents you search is proportional to hosting costs — 
more docs, higher hosting costs. With Spectra and Native File Manager, you 
can include 70%+ more documents in each fully searchable hosted gigabyte.

Simplify your search process
Unlike a traditional workflow where filtering is conducted upstream, then re-executed when 
changes are made, Native File Manager lets you search the entirety of your data and load 
native files if and when you need them. You can dramatically reduce cost, effort, and time in 
search term iteration by eliminating the need to step back in your workflow as search terms 
evolve.

Interested in exploring how Native File Manager can help you get more out of each searchable gigabyte? 
Let our expert Spectra team can demonstrate what’s possible.

Venture to Get-Spectra.com or reach out to the Spectra team for a demo.
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